Across
3. The vegetable that chips are made from.
9. Delicious summer fruit: Red flesh with black pips.
11. Grows in bunches on vines
13. A vegetable that is good for your eyesight.
15. Delicious summer fruit: Big pip, yellow flesh, juicy
16. Dried grapes are called __________

Down
1. A vegetable that looks like a small tree.
2. Granny Smith, Golden Delicious, Star King
4. Red berry with its seeds on the outside.
5. Round citrus fruit with segments inside
6. Monkeys and Minions love these!
7. Green on the inside with tiny black pips
8. Round fruit with small pip and yellow or dark purple flesh
10. A fungus
12. Hollowed out for Halloween
14. Tomatoes, cucumber and lettuce make a nice _______